We perform an extensive wavelet analysis of Internet backbone traffic traces to observe and understand the causes of small-time scaling phenomena present in them. We observe that for a majority of the traces, the second-order scaling exponents at small time scales (1-100 ms) are fairly close to 0.5, indicating that traffic fluctuations at these time scales are nearly uncorrelated. Some traces, however, do exhibit moderately large scaling exponents (%0.7) at small time scales. In addition, the traces manifest mostly monofractal behaviors at small time scales. To identify the network causes of the observed scaling behavior, we analyze the flow composition of the traffic along two dimensions-flow byte contribution and flow density. Our study points to the dense flows (i.e., flows with densely clustered packets) as the correlation-causing factor in small time scales, and reveals that the traffic composition in terms of proportions of dense vs. sparse flows plays a major role in influencing the small-time scalings of aggregate traffic. Since queuing inside routers is influenced by traffic fluctuations at small time-scales, our observations and results have important implications for networking modeling, service provisioning and traffic engineering.
Introduction
Scaling behaviors of traffic influence network performance and thus have been the focus of much research (see [1] and references therein). Self-similar scaling over large time scales (e.g., 1 s and above) has been observed in a variety of network traffic [2] [3] [4] . More recently, more complex, perhaps multifractal-like, scaling behaviors below the 1 s time scale have also been reported [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Since traffic fluctuations at sub-second small time scales influence queuing inside routers, understanding of small-time scaling behaviors of network traffic is critical to many network design and engineering problems such as router buffer dimensioning and delay-sensitive service provisioning in the Internet backbone [11] [12] [13] . In addition to the scaling behavior of traffic, other factors such as TCPÕs feedback mechanism impact queuing delays at highly congested router queues [14] . However, such routers are more likely to be located in access networks than in the Internet backbone.
In this paper we study the small-time (1-100 ms) scaling behaviors of Internet backbone traffic. Our analysis is based on day-long packet traces collected from OC3, OC12 and OC48 links of the Sprint network, a major tier-1 Internet Service Provider (ISP). The high-precision time stamping and the high link capacity allow us to zoom into finer time scales and perform reliable data analysis at these time scales. In addition, the large set of long packet traces enable us to compare scaling behaviors of traffic carried across links of various types such as links connecting to other ISPs and big corporate customers. In contrast, majority of the previous traffic data traces used in the study of traffic scaling behaviors have less than 100 Mbps bandwidth, and typically they are relatively short in duration. Our study, we believe, is the first effort to use an extensive amount of data from a commercial tier-1 ISP to study the traffic scaling behaviors inside the Internet backbone.
As is previously observed on the Internet WAN traffic, all data traces exhibit a dichotomy of scaling behaviors: above 1 s or so, the traffic has a clear-cut single self-similar scaling, while below it, the scaling behaviors appear to be more varied [7] . The transition occurs between 100 ms and 1 s, regardless of link speed, link utilization, link type and time. This observation is not surprising; it merely confirms that what was previously observed on relatively low-speed links also holds on high-speed links. What is striking, however, are the observations regarding the small-time scaling behaviors on these Internet backbone links. We find that over a range of small time scales (typically 1-100 ms), a majority of packet traces manifest nearly uncorrelated scalings with a secondorder scaling exponent below 0.6, often fairly close to 0.5. This indicates that traffic fluctuation on these backbone links are almost independent at these small time scales! A small number of traces do exhibit some correlation with scaling exponents within the range of 0.6-0.75. In addition, via multifractal analysis, we show that all traces manifest mostly monofractal behaviors at small time scales.
This paper is devoted to the understanding of the potential causes or factors that influence the small-time scalings of Internet backbone traffic via empirical data analysis. We analyze the traffic composition of the traces along two dimensions-flow byte contribution (defined in bytes of a flow in a given time interval) and flow density (defined in terms of dominant packet inter-arrival times within a flow). We show that aggregation of flows with small byte contributions generally exhibits mostly uncorrelated small time scaling, while aggregation of flows with large byte contributions in itself does not induce correlated or uncorrelated small-time scaling. Hence flow byte contribution alone does not determine the smalltime scaling of aggregate traffic. However, by analyzing traffic composition along the dimension of flow density, we uncover flows with densely clustered packets (dense flows) as the primary correlation-causing factor at small time scales. To further investigate how correlation in small time scales is affected by traffic composition, namely, the relative proportions of dense and sparse flows, we perform semi-experiments using the traffic traces by varying the proportions of dense and sparse flows. Our results demonstrate that the traffic composition in terms of proportions of dense vs. sparse flows plays a major role in influencing the smalltime scalings of aggregate traffic.
This work extends an earlier paper presented at INFOCOM 2003 [15] . We enhance our earlier paper with additional trace analysis and more detailed theory sections.
Paper organization
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe the packet traces used in the study. We then rigorously define various scaling concepts in Section 3 and present standard wavelet estimation schemes in Section 4 setting the stage for the wavelet analysis of backbone traffic in Section 5. Combining the power of wavelets with different flow classification schemes, we identify the causes of the observed scaling in Section 6. After a discussion on related work in Section 7, we conclude in Section 8.
Internet backbone traces
We use traces collected on the Sprint backbone network. The Sprint network covers a wide geographical area and has a variety of link types. Links within a Point-of-Presence (PoP) have OC3 (155 Mbps) to OC192 (10 Gbps) speeds, and inter-PoP links have OC48 (2.5 Gbps) or OC192 speeds. The customers are tier-2 or ISPs, corporations, and international ISPs. Roughly, the links can be classified into five types: ''peering'' links with other tier-1 ISPs; domestic ''peering'' links with tier-2 or lower ISPs; international ''peering'' links with non-US-based ISPs; and ''corporate'' links to corporate customers, such as Fortune 500 companies, web hosting sites, and web server farms; and inter-PoP links between backbone routers. By peering links, we mean the links carrying traffic between the ISP networks in question; they do not reflect the contractual agreements nor BGP policies between the ISPs. Note that classification of link types is somewhat subjective and ambiguous, as it is impossible to precisely pin down the role of each network in these terms.
The packet traces were collected at three different PoPs in the US: two on the East Coast, and the other on the West Coast. Each trace is a sequence of packet records containing the first 40 bytes of a packet, and a GPS-synchronized timestamp (with an accuracy of 5 ls) which indicates when the packet was observed. For further details about the measurement system, see [16] . Table 1 describes part of the traces used in our study that led to our observations highlighted in the introduction. The listed traces are used in this paper as examples to illustrate our observations and analyses.
Scaling phenomena
This section briefly describes several scaling phenomena and related terminology of relevance to this paper. All the phenomena involve analyzing data at multiple time scales and hence the term ''scaling''. For a more detailed discussion of this topic see [1] .
For clarity of the discussion, we introduce the signal Z(t), t 2 R, its increment process Y defined as
where D is some constant, and its (distributional) derivative X(t) defined as
In the networking context, Z(t) represents the total bytes arriving in the time interval [0, t], Y(k) the bytes-per-time process obtained by binning the traffic in time intervals of size D, and X(t) the instantaneous traffic rate at time t.
Self-similarity
The process Z(t), t 2 R, is self-similar with Hurst parameter H > 0 if
where ¼ fd denotes equality in finite dimensional distributions. Essentially, when scaled in time, self-similar processes maintain their statistical properties except for a constant scaling factor. A prime example of self-similar processes is fractional Brownian motion (fBm).
LRD and 1/f processes
A stationary process Y(k), k 2 Z, with autocovariance function r Y (k) and spectral density function (SDF)
The non-negligible correlations at large time lags (or equivalently strong low frequency components) make statistical estimation of LRD processes non-trivial [18] .
Classic examples of LRD processes are 1/f-noise processes whose SDFs behave like
where c is a non-zero constant and the scaling exponent h 2 (0.5, 1).
A scaling exponent value of h = 0.5 corresponds to white noise or the absence of correlation, while h close to 1 indicates a strongly correlated process. Several real world time series possess multiple frequency scaling regions, that is, Cðf Þ % c i jf j 1À2h ; f
where c i and h i are constants as in (5) . These time series are better modeled by generalizations of fBm such as the recently proposed multiscale fractional Brownian motion [19, 20] . We will later use wavelet techniques to estimate the different scaling exponents h i observed in network traffic traces.
Multifractality
In contrast to LRD which is a large time-scale (or equivalently, low frequency) second-order property, multifractality is a fine time-scale property characterized by higher-order moments of data [21] .
Informally, the process Z(t) has Hö lder (or singularity) exponent b(t) at time t if
A monofractal process has the same b(t) at all time instants t, while a multifractal process has b(t) varying with t. The fBm is an example of a monofractal process with b(t) = H, for all t. We will outline a technique to determine if Z(t) is multifractal in the next section that uses the wavelet transform of the derivative X(t) of Z(t). While LRD is defined for asymptotically large time scales and multifractality likewise for infinitesimally small time-scales, in practice we are constrained to analyze data only within a finite range of time scales. We will thus apply the above concepts to a limited range of time scales while analyzing the backbone traces.
Wavelets and scaling
This section describes wavelets and their use in estimating different scaling parameters. Wavelets provide a multiscale analysis framework that is ideal for identifying scaling phenomena [22, 23] . Strongly correlated time signals become decorrelated in the wavelet domain allowing powerful wavelet-based scaling exponent estimators superior to time-domain ones. In addition wavelets eliminate polynomial non-stationary trends in data which can corrupt estimation techniques that rely on stationarity.
Wavelet transform
The discrete wavelet transform represents the 1-D function X(t) in terms of shifted and dilated versions of a prototype bandpass wavelet function w(t) and shifted versions of a low pass scaling function /(t). For special choices of /(t) and w(t) we have the representation for some J 2 Z.
Wavelet logscale diagrams
Wavelet logscale diagrams provide simple estimates of different scaling parameters. They are plots of the logarithm of estimated wavelet coefficient moments against time scale j. Defining
where n j is the number of wavelet coefficients at scale j, the qth-order logscale diagrams are plots of log S j (q) vs. scale j. The second-order logscale diagrams are also sometimes called wavelet energy plots.
Second-order scaling exponent estimation
The second moment of wavelet coefficients is intimately related to the SDF of a wide-sense stationary process X(t). If X has SDF
and the Fourier transform of wavelet w(t) has compact support in f a 6 jfj 6 f b , then for all j such that
we have
where j is a constant. Thus the slope of log Ejw X ðj; kÞj 2 vs. j in the region where (13) holds gives us the scaling exponent h. In case X has multiple frequency scaling regions as in (6), the same technique gives us all scaling parameters h i . Based on the second-order logscale diagram, Abry et al. presented an estimator of the scaling exponent h that is unbiased and efficient for Gaussian data assuming perfect decorrelation of w X (j, k) within scale j [23] .
Multifractal analysis
Consider the process Z(t) and its derivative X(t) as defined in (2). Define
If f q is a non-linear function of q then Z(t) corresponds to a multifractal process. However, if f q is linear then Z(t) corresponds to a monofractal process [22] . Stationary Gaussian processes necessarily display trivial monofractal scaling. It is easily shown that for two zero-mean Gaussian random variables A and B,
thus implying that for stationary Gaussian processes log Ejw X ðj; kÞj q À log Ejw X ð0; kÞj
From (14), it follows that f q = (q/2)f 2 , i.e., f q is a linear function of q. Non-Gaussian stationary processes, however, can possess multifractal scaling. In practice we estimate f q from the slope of the qth-order logscale diagram in a limited range of time scales j. For convenience we also plot the quantity h q = f q /q. Note that for the monofractal fBm, h q = H for all q.
Scaling analysis of backbone traffic
In this section we analyze the scaling behavior of the Internet backbone traffic traces using wavelets. We first form time series by counting the number of bytes arriving at a link every 10 ls. We perform a wavelet analysis on this time series using a Daubechies wavelet with three vanishing moments. The wavelet analysis code is based on the programs from [24] . We follow the common practice of equating the finest time scale approximation coefficients with the time series values.
We proceed with the analysis assuming stationarity. While backbone traffic has non-stationarities caused by diurnal trends, they are well-modeled as stationary processes over periods of about an hour or less, periods over which the number of users accessing the network and the mean traffic rates are fairly constant. Moreover, our assumption is further justified by the fact that the wavelet analysis is robust to certain polynomial non-stationarities.
Wavelet energy plots
As representative examples to illustrate our observations, Figs. 1-3 show the energy plots for 1-h segments from the backbone packet traces listed in Table 1 . We use time-scale ranges where the energy plots are approximately linear to compute the scaling exponents. For the scaling exponent at small time scales we employ the 1.28-163.84 ms range for the OC12 and OC48 traces and the 10.24-163.84 ms range for the OC3 traces. Below 10 ms the OC3 traces show a different scaling to that between 10 and 100 ms. causes of this difference in scaling is beyond the scope of this paper. For the scaling exponent at large time scales we employ the 0.655-10.48 s range. The dashed lines in the various plots correspond to the estimated scaling exponents. We see that all plots show a dichotomy of scaling behaviors, the ''knee'' point (the transition region of scaling behaviors) occurring around the 100 ms-1 s time scales, typically with a (slight) dip of energy in this region. Above 1 s or so, a single linear strongly self-similar scaling is apparent in all plots. Below 100 ms most links have a rather flat slope with local scaling exponent h < 0.6. In contrast, the OC12 corporate link (OC12-corpdom) in Fig. 2 (b) has a moderately correlated scaling (h % 0.7). We also observe from Table 2 that the scaling exponents are fairly consistent over different time segments. The short 1-h duration of the OC48 traces prevents their inclusion in Table 2 .
The Fourier transform plots of Fig. 4 corroborate our energy plot correlation inferences. Recall from Section 4.3 that the wavelet energy at different scales correspond to the energy in different frequency bands. For example, the wavelet energy at small time scales 1-100 ms correspond to the energy at the frequency range 10-1000 Hz. While the frequency plot of OC12-tier2-dom (Fig. 4(a) ) is fairly flat in this region, signifying white noise or uncorrelated behavior, that of OC12-corpdom (Fig. 4(b) ) varies in a 1/f fashion, signifying stronger correlations.
Multifractal analysis
To test whether the traces exhibit multifractal scaling at small time scales, we perform the multifractal analysis using the code from [24] .
We obtain estimates of f q and h q using time scale ranges where the logscale diagrams are approximately linear. We employ the range 0.8-102.4 ms for the OC12 and OC48 traces and the 6.4 ms-25.6 ms range for the OC3 traces. We find that all traces show trivial monofractal scaling. Some examples are shown in Fig. 5 , which reveal that f q is linear in q and h q is nearly a constant, typical of monofractal processes. This finding is in contrast to earlier findings on traffic multifractality [5, 6, 8, 10] . This apparent contradiction is easily demystified through an analysis of the Gaussianity of the marginal distribution of the traces concerned. Kurtosis and skewness are two metrics commonly used to test for Gaussianity. A Gaussian distribution has kurtosis 3 and skewness 0, while heavier tailed distributions have higher values. Many of the earlier studied traces are from relatively low capacity (1-10 Mbps) links, which transport less aggregated traffic with non-Gaussian marginals. For example, one study reported kurtosis values greater than 5 at a time scale as large as 500 ms for traces collected at Auckland university [25] . This non-Gaussianity gives rise to non-trivial multifractal scaling. In contrast, the backbone traces have Gaussian-like marginals at small time scales (see Table 3 and Fig. 6 for marginals at the 4 ms time scale), leading to a trivial monofractal scaling as explained in Section 4.4. This is actually to be expected, as the analyzed backbone traffic is highly aggregated (see Table 1 for average bandwidth of the traffic). Since the backbone traces we study do not possess multifractality, which necessitates an analysis of higher-order statistics, in the remainder of this paper we use wavelet energy plots only to study the small-time (second-order) scaling behaviors of the Internet backbone traffic.
Search for the physical causes of scaling
The goal of this section is to uncover the probable causes and factors that influence the smalltime scalings of Internet backbone traffic. We focus on two data sets that manifest strikingly different scaling behaviors: the OC12-tier2-dom data ( Fig. 2(a) ) that displays uncorrelated, or ''white noise''-like, small-time scaling and the OC12-corp-dom (Fig. 2(b) ) that possesses strongly correlated scaling. Our strategy is to decompose both data sets in different ways to identify the small time scale correlation causing components.
Flow classification and traffic composition
Clearly, an aggregate trace observed on an Internet backbone link comprises of packets from many individual traffic flows (defined in whatever appropriate terms). In this section, we classify flows in a traffic aggregate along two dimensions: flow byte contributions-the number of bytes contributed by a flow in a given time segment, and flow density-the dominant inter-packet arrival times of a flow in a given time segment. These two classification schemes are qualitatively very different. While flow byte contribution only captures an aggregate or ''global'' property of the flow, namely the total bytes it contributes to a time segment, flow density captures a ''local'' property One way to classify flows is based on flow byte contribution, namely, the total number of bytes belonging to a flow in the 1-min time segment of analysis. We note that flow byte contribution differs from the notion of flow size, that is the total bytes transmitted by a flow in its entire lifetime, which was used to explain the correlation or LRD of traffic at large (seconds to minutes) time scales [1, 26] . We exclude packets that arrive outside the analysis segment because they do not influence the energy plot corresponding to the segment. We introduce two parameters, B L P B S in order to enable a large vs. small flow classification. We term a flow as large if it transmits more than B L bytes in a given 1-min segment, and a flow as small if it transmits less than B S bytes. In our study we typically choose B L = 10 6 bytes and B S = 10 4 bytes. Fig. 7(a) shows the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of flow byte contributions in five different 1-min segments that are one hour apart for both the OC12-tier2-dom and OC12-corp-dom traces. Note that the x-axis is given in logscale, and the distribution has a long tail. Clearly in both traces, a great majority of flows are small. For example, with B S = 10 4 bytes, OC12-tier2-dom has more than 95% small flows, while OC12-corp-dom has close to 90% flows are small. With B L = 10 6 bytes, only a tiny percentage of flows in both traces are large: OC12-tier2-dom has about 0.1% large flows, and OC12-corp-dom has about 0.5%. On the other hand, the tiny percentage of large flows contribute a significant proportion of total bytes in the aggregate traffic, as shown in Fig. 7(b) . Fig. 7 (b) also reveals that the flow byte contribution distribution is fairly consistent over time, with little variations in five different 1-min segments, each an hour apart.
Our second flow classification is based on the distribution of packet inter-arrival times within a The above example motivates us to classify flows based on their density, namely, the dominant packet inter-arrival times of a flow. Given an appropriately chosen parameter T, we call flows with median of packet inter-arrival times less than time T dense, and the remaining sparse. Intuitively dense flows have more closely spaced packets than sparse flows. If we choose T = 3 ms for example, then flow a in Fig. 8 will be classified as sparse and flow b as dense. Of course, we can define a spectrum of flows with different density, from sparse to dense. For simplicity, we choose a dichotomy of sparse and dense flows.
Small-time scalings of large vs. small flows
We begin by studying how the flow byte contribution affects the small-time scaling behavior. We use a 1-min segment of the two OC12 traces (the ''Min 1'' segment in Table 4 ) as an example. The energy plots for the large (B L = 10 6 bytes) and small (B S = 10 4 bytes) flows of the two traces are displayed in Fig. 9 . The aggregate of OC12-corpdom large flows has a small-time scaling exponent h = 0.69, similar to that of the total traffic aggregate in Fig. 2(b) . In contrast, the aggregate of OC12-corp-dom small flows has a small-time scaling exponent h = 0.57, considerably smaller than that of the total traffic aggregate. In comparison, both aggregates of OC12-tier2-dom large and small flows exhibit an uncorrelated small-time scaling with h fairly close to 0.5, similar to the total traffic aggregate ( Fig. 2(a) ).
The above results show that the aggregate of small flows appear like white noise with uncorrelated scaling at small time scales. Unlike small flows, large flows in themselves do not necessarily induce correlated or uncorrelated small-time scalings, as is evident in Fig. 9 . Hence flow byte contribution alone does not determine the small-time scaling of aggregate traffic.
Small-time scalings of dense vs. sparse flows
We now study the dependence of small time scalings on the flow density. Using the same 1-min segment from both traces as before, we decompose the total traffic into aggregates of dense and sparse flows by setting T = 2 ms. The corresponding energy plots are shown in Fig. 10 . Clearly, the aggregate of dense flows shows strong correlation at small time scales, with h P 0.7. In particular, the aggregate of dense flows from the OC12-tier2-dom has a small-time-scaling exponent h % 0.7, significantly larger than that of the total traffic. The aggregate of sparse flows has a much smaller scaling exponent (h 6 0.6) at the small time scales. Note that although the aggregate of sparse flows of the OC12-corp-dom trace possesses some correlation (h % 0.6), it is still far smaller than that of the dense flows (h % 0.76). It is also smaller than that of the total traffic aggregate (h % 0.71, see Fig.  2(b) ). We note that the results reported here hold qualitatively as long as we classify dense/sparse flows in a reasonable fashion, e.g., setting T = 4 ms instead of 2 ms. Due to space limitations, we do not show such results here. Analysis of several other traces confirm the above finding. From the scaling of OC3 (Fig. 11 ) and OC48 traces (Fig. 12) we observe that dense flows indeed possess scaling exponents larger than those of the sparse flows. While the difference in scaling between dense and sparse flows is more pronounced for some traces (e.g. Figs. 11(a) and 12(a) and (b)) it is less pronounced for others (e.g. Figs. 11(b) and 12(c) ). Clearly further analysis and mathematical models beyond that presented in this paper are required to determine what influences the strength of correlation of the dense flows.
Impact of traffic composition on small-time scalings
So far we have demonstrated that a key factor in influencing the small-time scaling is the flow density: the dense flow component produces strong correlation at small time scales, while sparse flow component does not. Since both the OC12-tier2-dom and OC12-corp-dom traces contain a dense flow component, why do they exhibit strikingly different small-time scalings? The answer to this question is obvious when we examine their traffic compositions in terms of dense and sparse flows.
Using T = 2 ms to classify dense and sparse flows, Table 4 shows that in the OC12-corp-dom trace about 2.1-2.5% of the total flows are dense, which contribute 15-20% of the total bytes; whereas in the OC12-tier2-dom trace less than 1% of the total flows are dense, contributing fewer than 4% of the total bytes. Consequently, the dense flows in the OC12-corp-dom trace are more dominant, causing the aggregate traffic to exhibit correlated small-time scaling, while the dense flows in the OC12-tier2-dom have an almost negligible impact on the small time scaling of the aggregate traffic. Table 4 also explains why the scaling of different traces does not change over time. Since the percentage of dense and sparse traffic does not change by much over time their relative contribution to the scaling behavior is time invariant.
To further illustrate how correlation in small time scales is affected by traffic composition, namely, the relative proportions of dense and sparse flows, we perform semi-experiments using the traffic traces. We mix different proportions of dense and sparse flows and demonstrate how the small-time scalings change with the traffic composition. We start with the aggregate of all dense flows in the OC12-tier2-dom trace, and observe the change in small-time scaling behaviors by progressively adding in sparse flows: from 0% to 100% of all sparse flows in the trace. The results are shown in Fig. 13(a) , where we see that the scaling exponent h in the time-scale range of 1-10 ms decreases from 0.75 to 0.54, as the proportion of sparse flows increases. We now show how the small-time scaling exponent can change in the other direction by starting with the aggregate of all sparse flows in the OC12-corp-dom trace and gradually adding more dense flows into the traffic aggregate: from 0% to 100% of all sparse flows in the trace. The results are shown in Fig. 13(b) , where we see that the scaling exponent h in the time scale range of 1-10 ms increases from 0.59 to 0.70, as the proportion of dense flows increases. These two semi-experiments clearly demonstrate the impact of dense vs. sparse traffic composition on the small-time scaling behaviors.
Effect of RTT on small-time scaling
We conclude this section by examining the effect of the RTT on small-time scalings of the traces. Simulations have shown that strong periodicities at the RTT time scale caused by TCPÕs feedback control can lead to a decrease or a dip in wavelet energy at that scale, which might be attributed as the cause of the flat (uncorrelated-like) scaling we observe at the small time scales [27, 28] . To address this issue, we obtain RTT estimates for a large sample of TCP flows using the method described in [29] . In both traces, the RTTs for both dense and sparse flows are within the range of around 10 ms-1 s or so (Fig. 14) . In the case of OC12-tier2-dom, the dense and sparse flows have a very similar RTT distribution. In contrast, the dense flows of the OC12-corp-dom have a significantly large number of RTTs at about 10 ms, while the sparse flows have a wider RTT distribution. The results suggest that we cannot attribute the different small-time scalings of sparse and dense flows we observe in the traces to the difference in the RTT characteristics of the flows. Direct inspection of the flow characteristics in the frequency domain (see Fig. 15 ) corroborates the RTT analysis. We do not observe any strong periodicities that may be caused by the RTT. Instead we observe the striking 1/f-type decay for the dense flows in the frequency range 10-200 Hz (5-100 ms time scales) and the relatively flat spectrum in the same range for the sparse flows. This more explicitly accounts for difference in the small-time scaling behaviors (recall the relationship between wavelet energy and spectrum density function in Section 3). Note that for the sparse flows of the OC12-corp-dom trace, the spectrum in frequency range 10-200 Hz is not as flat as that of the sparse flows of the OC12-tier2-dom, which explains the slightly higher scaling exponent we observe (see Fig. 10(b) ).
Based on our analysis we now speculate on the physical causes of flow density. Intuitively, dense flows, by definition, inject closely spaced packets into the network, causing strong correlation in small time scales. We believe that flow density is more plausibly determined by the bottleneck link speed of the underlying network (coupled with the TCP feedback control mechanism), rather than the RTT effect of the TCP feedback control mechanism alone. Since the packet spacing on a link is inversely proportional to the link bandwidth, we can expect higher bottleneck bandwidths to allow more dense packet clustering.
Related work
The dichotomy of scaling in the energy plots of WAN traces has been observed in an earlier study [7] . Recently multifractal small-time scalings of various network traffic statistics have been reported in a number of studies [5, 8, 10] , most notably [6] , where a random multifractal cascade is used for modeling small-time scaling behaviors. In [27] , through simulation, the authors prescribe TCP (especially the resulting strong RTT periodicities) as a possible cause for the diverse small-time scaling behaviors of network traffic. By performing detailed flow-level analysis of packet traces from high-speed links, we attribute traffic composition in terms of flow density (a likely product of both bottleneck link speed and TCP feedback control mechanism) as a key factor in influencing small-time scalings.
Closely related to our work is the connectionlevel analysis of low-speed packet traces (3 Mbps) conducted in [25] , which proposes the alpha vs. beta flow dichotomy in terms of flow marginals at the 500 ms time scale, and study the impact of alpha/beta flows on queuing performance. It also points to the bottle-neck link speed as a potential factor in producing alpha and beta flows. Our work differs from [25] in both the time scales (1-100 ms vs. 500 ms) of analysis and the fact that we study the impact of flow properties on correlations (small-time scalings) in addition to marginals. Another set of studies based on the analysis of inter-packet arrival times concludes that packet arrivals and sizes can go locally to independence with increased statistical multiplexing while maintaining the correlation structure of the time series of byte counts [30, 31] . Unlike these studies which focused on the packet interarrivals of the aggregated traffic, we focus on the packet interarrivals within individual flows and demonstrate their influence on the time series of byte counts through the concept of flow density.
By modeling inter-packet arrival times within flows as independent random variables, recent analysis shows that traffic displays uncorrelated small-time scaling behavior [32] . This work, however, does not address the scenarios where traffic can indeed be correlated at small time scales.
A recent study corroborates our finding that the scaling structure at small scales has its origin in the packet patterns within flows [33] . With the help of an analytical traffic model it was shown that increasing the coefficient of variation of interpacket arrival times of individual flows leads to larger scaling exponents at small time scales. Our work differs in that we study the effect of the median of inter-packet arrival times on scaling behavior rather than the coefficient of variation. In addition our work is purely empirical and makes no analytical modeling assumptions. Further modeling and analysis is required in order to make a more detailed comparison between the two studies.
Conclusions
From a detailed wavelet analysis of traffic collected at OC3/12/48 links on the Sprint network, we have observed that for a majority of links, the (second-order) scaling parameters at small time scales (1-100 ms) are fairly close to 0.5. Hence for these links simple white noise models suffice in describing the small time scale traffic fluctuations. In addition, the traces manifest mostly monofractal (instead of multifractal) behaviors at the small time scales. This can be attributed to the high degree of traffic aggregation on the Internet backbone links, which results in more Gaussian-like marginal distributions at the small time scales.
However, a small number of data sets do exhibit correlation at small time scales (with scaling exponents within the range of 0.6-0.7), thus raising the question as to when to expect white noise behavior and when not to. To understand the potential causes or factors that influence the smalltime scalings, we analyze the traffic composition of the traces along two dimensions-flow byte contribution and flow density. We find that flow byte contribution alone cannot determine the small-time scaling of aggregate traffic. Instead our results point to dense flows as the correlation-causing factor in small time scales and reveal that the traffic composition in terms of proportions of dense vs. sparse flows decides the overall small-time scalings of aggregate traffic. Further investigations and mathematical models are required to provide an explanation for and shed theoretical insights into our findings.
Our observations and results have significant implications in network modeling, service provisioning and traffic engineering. For example, the discovery of uncorrelated small-time scaling behaviors on many Internet backbone links can lead to simpler network models for analyzing network performance at small time scales [11, 13] . Our discovery that small-time scalings are determined by the dense vs. sparse traffic composition also raises many intriguing issues regarding the impact of Internet evolution on traffic behaviors. On the one hand, with increasing speed of Internet backbone links, dense flows appear ''sparser'' as we zoom into even smaller time scales, therefore we would expect traffic on these links to more likely appear ''independent'' at those small time scales that impact queuing [11] . On the other hand, as broadband access becomes more widely deployed, large files and objects can be transmitted faster into the Internet, thus causing flows that are more dense. In addition, the changing nature of applications and increased use of protocols other than TCP can also effect a change in the small-time scaling behaviors of the Internet backbone traffic. These are important questions awaiting to be explored.
